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N A strange way, Frankie Dettori’s announcement

that he intends to retire at the end of 2023 has

presented British racing with a fantastic

opportunity to increase public awareness of the

sport and to drive an increase in racecourse

attendances just at a time when the sport badly needs a boost.

Ever since Dettori’s ‘Magnificent 7’ back in 1996, Dettori

has held a special place in the affections of the British racing

public. The three-time champion jockey has attracted a loyal

following, and his rides in the major races have always been

well-supported.

His record at the highest level speaks for itself. Dettori has

chalked up 14 wins in Breeders’ Cup races, seven wins in the

King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Stakes and six wins in

the Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe. Add to that four Dubai World

Cup wins and three successes in the Japan Cup and you can

start to understand how he has managed to ride 282 winners

at Group or Grade 1 level.

But it is not just his riding ability and accomplishments

which single Frankie out from the rest of the racing crowd.

His ebullient and effervescent personality has ensured that

his fame has spread beyond the narrow confines of the sport.

This is a man, let’s remember, who captained a team in

BBC’s A Question of Sport, who collaborated with chef

Marco Pierre White in a restaurant venture, and who has his

own line of frozen food. Arguably, he is as effective in front

of a television camera as he is in the saddle!

He has, of course, ridden some big winners for Johnston

Racing over the years, and his ride on Poet’s Society at York

when Mark Johnston became winningmost British trainer of

all time was exceptional. His willingness to join in the post-

race celebrations and to mark the occasion with one of his

trademark flying dismounts helped make a great day even

more memorable.

HERE is absolutely no doubt that Frankie will be

sadly missed when he retires, but until he does, what

a fabulous marketing opportunity his final season

will be for British racing. Every big race, or festival meeting,

can be advertised as the last chance to see Frankie ride at

Royal Ascot, or Glorious Goodwood, or the St Leger

meeting, and can you imagine the hype there will be

surrounding his Derby mount . . . not just on the day, but

during the weeks before the race as the various Derby trials

unfold.

It's good news for British racing, made even better by the

fact that he is possessed of a personality that will actively

enjoy the extra attention and he will, I am sure, be willing to

give of his time to allow the sport to maximise the Frankie

effect in his farewell year.

It will be fascinating to see how the sport promotes his

farewell campaign, and for those of you who like a bet, what

price Dettori for BBC Sports Personality of the Year 2023?

You heard it here first!
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REALLY DIDN’T know what to make of Lee

Mottershead’s interview with BHA Chair Joe Saumarez

Smith (Racing Post, December 23). Given the fairly

recent changes to the governance structure of British racing,

his position looks to be an even more important one, a role

which will presumably demand a huge devotion of time and

attention.

Yet, at the beginning of the interview, he seems out to

impress Mottershead with his tales of gambling derring-do;

during the early days of Betfair, he alleges, he was 'easily

betting £50,000 a week’, punting on ‘anything where I

thought I had a mathematical advantage’. When he undertook

an MBA course in America, ‘an amazingly generous

scholarship paid for the tuition and a stipend – William Hill

paid for the rest.’ He brags about an accumulator bet at

Wimbledon. ‘If my other selection hadn’t lost his match in

five sets,’ he claims, ‘it would have hit the William Hill

payout limit of £500,000.’ Wow, that would have paid for 10

weeks of his gambling habit!

Of course, it’s possible that Saumarez Smith was simply

trying to impress the interviewer, seeking to establish himself

as astute and, perhaps, a risk-taker, but, to my mind, the initial

impression I gained was that this was a man more interested

in gambling than anything else.

The interview moved on to racing matters likely to be at the

top of his agenda. Saumarez Smith comments sensibly on the

issues of affordability checks and levy reform, and shows

sound common sense when he muses that the strength of the

new governance structure may well only be tested when the

BHA is asked to make tough decisions. Will they face

injunctions? ‘I really hope that doesn’t happen, but I have to

be realistic and say it could happen.’ Time will tell.

UT before the interview closes, Saumarez Smith

reverts to his favourite subject. These days he bets on

second division football in Portugal and Finland,

telling us ‘there are anomalies in those leagues.’ He also name

drops about playing poker – he has played in the World Series

and plays with Victoria Coren Mitchell and, gosh, Oli Bell.

It may be unfair to judge a man by an interview over which

he has no editorial control, but I think I’d prefer to think of

the chairman of the BHA as someone committed to the job of

securing racing’s future prosperity rather than checking the

latest football news from Iberia.
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